LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD STORY BOOK DICTIONARY

Language: arm, axe, basket, bed, Big Bad Wolf, cake, cloak, cottage, ear, eyes, flowers, Little Red Riding Hood, Grandma, hood, Mum, nightcap, nightdress, nose, path, shoes, teeth, wardrobe, woodcutter, wood

Resources: Little Red Riding Hood story book dictionary activity sheet, crayons or felt-tip pens

After encountering the target words, the children draw pictures to illustrate them in their Little Red Riding Hood Story Book Dictionary. The dictionary can be completed in stages either in class or at home.

PICTURE DICTIONARY FOR REFERENCE

The Picture Dictionary for Reference, meanwhile, may be a useful tool both for self-study and to check the spelling of words for the following activity sheets: Categorise the words, Picture Crossword, Picture Wordsearch.
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an arm

an axe

a basket

a bed

the B__ B__ W__

cake

a cloak

a cottage

an ear

eyes

a flower

G__ __ __ /Grandmother
a hood

Mother/ 

a nightdress

a path

teeth

a wood

L_ _ _ _ _ R_ _ Riding Hood

a nightcap

a nose

shoes

a wardrobe

the W_ _ _ cutter
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a hood

Mother/Mum
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teeth
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a wood